Several corollaries of this result follow and the unifying thread of them all is that they characterize the amenability of G in the class of countable groups. Furthermore they generalize to the noncommutative case our results in [9] .
Corollary 1 deals with the case where E consists of pure states on M. We show that in this case the "support" of any such <po G w*Gs(Sg) is a countable set R C M (the irreducible representations of M modulo unitary equivalence) such that R = (jRk, a disjoint union of finite G invariant subsets Rk, provided G is countable and amenable. Again in the absence of amenability this "u;*G5-finite invariant" property of points in w*Gs(SG) fails (even for abelian M). This corollary is a generalization to the nonabelian case of (an improved version of) our results in [9] .
The remainder of the corollaries deal with the case that Sfê n J° has the RNP (or SG has the WRNP under the additional assumption that SG is a simplex). In this case w*Gs(S%) ^ 0.
One of the main tools in the proofs is the uw*G$ sequential property" of countable (left) amenable semigroups introduced in [9] , a property which characterizes amenability in the class of countable groups. As shown in [18, pp. 47-48] there are noncountable abelian (a fortiori amenable) groups which do not possess this property.
In the end we point out that in case E C M» consists of normal states better results are available and the amenability of G does not come into play.
Definitions and notations.
M will always denote an infinite dimensional W* algebra, M* its Banach space dual (for the unexplained notations we follow Pedersen [12] If 0 is a positive element in M*, then (n^,!!^,^) will denote the (GNS) cyclic representation induced by <f) [12, 3.3.3] . It acts on the Hubert space H^ and is such that 4>(x) = (7T0(x)/i0,/i0), where /i¿ G Hç is the cyclic vector.
Let Aut M be the set of all automorphisms of M. Let G C Aut M be a semigroup.
If g G G let g* : M* -> M* be defined by (g*4>)(x) = <j>(gx) for all x in At.
If E C M* let G*E = {g*<p\g G G, <j> G E). G*<¡> = <j> will just mean that g*(p = <p for all g in G. If E C S let Sf = {<f> G w* cl CoE; G'(p = <p} and SG -{d> G S; G*4> = <t>} the set of all G invariant states.
If K C S then 4>o is a w*G¿ point of K if there are xn in M and scalars a", n= 1,2,3,..., depending on <¡>o, such that {tpo} = {</> G K; 4>(xn) = <*", n > 1}. w*Gs(K) denotes the set of all such </> in K. Since <j>(I) = 1 for all d> in S, (¡>o G w*Gs(K) iff there is a separable subspace J C M such that J° n K = {</>o}, where J° = {4> G M*; <p(x) = 0 for all x in J).
At will denote the set of all irreducible unitary representations of M modulo unitary (spatial in [12, 3.3.6] ) equivalence.
If (tti,Hi), (it2,H2) are unitary representations of M [12, 3.3 .1] we write 7Ti < 7T2 if 7Ti is unitarily equivalent to a subrepresentation of 7T2-If g G Aut M and (tt, H) a representation of M, then gn is the representation of M on if given by (<77r)(x) = ir(gx) i.e. gw = nog. Note that if (iTfHf), (ir2H2) are unitarily equivalent representations (denoted by ~), i.e. for some unitary u: Hf -► H2, un2(x)u* = Tri (x) for all x then u7T2 (gx)u* -7Ti (gx) for all x. Thus gitf , gir2 are equivalent. Thus every g in Aut Al acts on At (where unitarily equivalent representations are identified).
If E is a set of pure states, denote by E the subset of At given by E = {7^; d> G E}A = {7T0; <j> G E}/ ~. If g G Aut At and E is a set of pure states, then the equality gE = E will mean that {7^; <p G E}A -{tt^ o g; <f> G E}A (i.e. equality of sets in Al).
If At is abelian then At coincides with the set of all multiplicative states on Al. In general <f> -> irç will be a many-to-one map when <\> ranges over the pure states of Al.
When no ambiguity arises we write equality when we mean ~. B(H) will denote the bounded linear operators on the Hubert space H. The semigroup S is left (right) amenable if there is a left (right) invariant state (or mean) (see M. M. Day [6] for more on this topic). A convex set K of a Banach space X has the (weak) Radon-Nikodym property (WRNP) RNP if for any finite measure space (XBp) any countably additive /x-continous map m: B -> X, such that p(A)~xm(A) G K if p(A) t¿ 0, is represented by a Bochner (Pettis) integrable function. For RNP (WRNP) sets see Stegall [16] (E. Saab [15] ).
Main results. THEOREM 1. Let Al be a W* algebra and G C Aut Al a group of automorphisms g: At -* At. Let E be a set of states on At such that G*E C E and denote S¡¡ = {b G w* dCoE;G*<p = <j>}.
(a) If G is countable and amenable and 4>o G w*Gs(SG) then there is a countable set Eo C E such that 7r^0 < {07r</,;(/) G Eo} and 7r¿0,7r,¿ are not disjoint (see Pedersen [12, 3.8.12] ) for each <j> in E0-(b) If S is any nonamenable group then there is some nonatomic probability space (XBp) on which S acts ergodically as measure preserving transformations such that if E is the set of all pure states on At = L°°(X) then SG = w*Gs(SG) = {p}, yet Ttfi is not contained in {0 7^; <p G E}.
REMARKS, (i) Note that E need not be w* closed but only G* invariant.
(ii) It is enough in (a) that G be only a right amenable semigroup.
(iii) We show in (a) that there is some ho G {0 i/¿; d> G Eo} such that 4>o(x) = (ir(x)ho, ho) for all x in At, where 7r = {©7:4,; d> G Eo}.
PROOF. Let G be right amenable. Then the semigroup G* is left amenable. By our Theorem 1 in [9] G* has the w*Gs sequential property. Thus <f>o = w* lim<^n where <pn is a sequence in Co£?. A result of Akemann, Dodds, and Gamelin [1] implies that even wlimn d>n = <j>o, where w = <r(Al*, Al**) (while w* = <r(Al*, At)). It follows then that there exists a sequence tpn in Co{<pn} C CoE such that ||^>n -4>o\\ -► 0. Each Vn is a convex combination of a finite subset En of E. Let Eo = Ui° En-Thus if 4> appears as a component in several VVi's, it appears in Eq only once.
Let 7T = {07r^;0 G £0} where (it^, H^jh^) is the cyclic representation induced by (j). Each i/jn is a vector state on the G* algebra 7r(Al) (see [12, (1.5.7)]) acting on the Hubert space H = {0ü^;</> G Eo}, i.e. i¡)n(x) = (ir(x)gn,gn) for some gn in H (see Remark 1). Furthermore 4>o(x) is a state on the G* algebra 7r(At) since if 7TX = 0, then (¡>(x) = 0 for all d> in Eq; hence t/>"(x) = 0 for ail n, and 4>o(x) = 0.
But we claim that \\ipn -(po\\ -» 0 in the norm of 7r(At). This is readily implied by the fact that 7r is an open map since 7r(At) is a C* algebra [12, 1.5.7] .
We now apply Theorem D of R. Kadison [10, p. 307] and get that 4>o is also a vector state on 7r(At) acting on H, i.e. there is some ho G H such that <po(x) = (•K(x)ho,h0).
If (-KfoHfohfo) is the cyclic corresponding to the state </>o on At then <f>o(x) = (n(j>0(x)h<j>0,h<j>0) = (n(x)ho,ho). It follows by Proposition 3.3.7 of [12] that 7r¿0 is unitarily equivalent to ir restricted to [7r(At)/io] C H. Hence 7r^0 < {07r^;0 G E0}. Let E0 = {r/";n = 1,2,...} and (Trn,Hn,hn) = (n"n,Hnn,h"n).
Then there are vn G Hn such that ho -E/i^n, 1 = ||^o||2 = Eh IWI2» an'^ 4>o(x) -(n(x)ho,h0) = Z)"(7r(x)i;n,i>n) = X",n(7r"(x)t;n, cin). Discard now from E0 all r,"'s for which the state (7rn(x)t;n,un) is 0 on 7r"(At) and let Eo stand for the new set. If
then 7"(x) < (f>0(x) if x > 0 hence nln < 7r¿0 by Pedersen [12, (3.3.8) ] and 7r7n < ■Krin since rcln is unitarily equivalent to 7rn restricted to [7rn(At)t;n] [12, 3.3.7] . This set Eq will satisfy part (a) of the theorem.
(b) If G is any nonamenable group, there is by a result of Losert and Rindler [11] and J. Rosenblatt [14] a nonatomic probability space (X,B,p) on which G acts ergodically as a group of measure preserving transformations j:X->X such that there exists a unique G-invariant state on L°°(X), which is necessarily p. Let E be the set of all pure states on L°°(X) = At. Then S°. = {p} = w*Gs(SG). Assume now that 7rM < {07r,/,;0 G E}. Then, since each -k# is one dimensional there are ßn > 0, £/?" = 1 such that p(f) = ¡fdp = En=ißMf) for each / in At for some multiplicative <pn in E. But then our argument on p. 112 of [9] shows that the measure p has to contain atoms, which cannot be. D REMARKS.
(1) Let 4>i,---,4>m be states on the G* algebra A and tp = J2Ta»0* with a¿ > 0 and J2T ai = *• Then ir^ < 0™w^. : let (7r»,Hi,hi) = (ir^^H^^h^f), then <pi(x) = (ni(x)hi, hi). If h = Ei* y/cuhi then since n(x)Hi C Hi we have
Thus Ity < 07 7T¿.
(2) With the notations of part (a) of the theorem let E (hence Eq -{tin}) consist only of pure states. Thus 7r" = 7r,,n are irreducible. Since in(x) = (nn(x)vn,vn) are nonzero and 7r-,n < 7rn we get that nn < 7r<¿0 < {07Tjt; k > 1} for all n, where <f>o(x) = Y,ln(x) and £ IKH2 = IChoose a maximal subsequence {7rni} C {7rn} (possibly finite) such that 7rni,7rnj. are not unitarily equivalent if i ^ j. If 7r" ~ 7rni there is some vx G Hni such that At and E a set of pure states on At such that G*E C E and let Sg -{<f> G w*clCoE;G*d> = <t>}. Assume that <f>0 G w*Gs(SG).
If G is countable and amenable then there is a countable subset Eo C E such that 7T,/, < 7T0O < j ^ 7r¿; <t> G Eo \ for all ip G E0 (by Theorem 1(a)). (2) Fix k and define in G the equivalence relation gf ~ g2 iff P ° 9i = P ° Qi (are unitarily equivalent) for all p in fife. Then G modulo ~ becomes a semigroup Gfc of one-to-one maps on the finite set Rk-Thus Gfe is a finite group and, if G SGt n J° ¿ 0 has the RNP. Since SG n J° is w* compact and has the RNP it necessarily has a w'Gs point cpo (see [16] or for alternate proof see [9, p. 116] ) which is necessarily a w*Gs point of S g, since J is countable. Corollary 1(a) finishes the proof.
(b) The easy proof is left for the reader (or see remark (a) on p. 115 of [9] ). D If we assume that At is abelian then we get the following improvement (in a sense) of our Theorem 4 of REMARKS. (1) If </>0 G S°. fl J° then the set F = supp<£o is a w* closed subset of E such that G*F C F (where suppcfo is the smallest w* closed set E' C E such that <foGu>*clCo£")- If G is countable and amenable then every set Ef C w* clE such that G*Ef C Ef contains a finite subset Eo such that gEo = Eq and {git^; g G G} = Eo for all g in G and 0 in Eo (i.e. such that Eq is finite minimal G invariant).
(b) No nonamenable group has the above property (by Corollary 2(b) ).
PROOF. Since S° is a simplex the positive cone CG = {(JA5G;A > 0} is a lattice, i.e. 0i,02 G CG implies that </>i A 02 exists and is in CG (see Asimov and Ellis [3, pp. 49, 70] ). We claim that Gf = {\}\SG; A > 0} is also a lattice. In fact let 0i, </>2 G C% and <j>0 = <¡>i A 02 G CG. We show that 0O G Gg. Clearly 0O < 0i, The CASE WHERE E c At». If E is a set of normal states on At then G need not be amenable and G*E c E need not hold in Theorem 1 and its corollaries. Stronger results are available in this case by adapting the results in [19] to the W * algebra context. If K C At*, w* seqclK denotes the w* sequential closure of K. At» is considered as embedded in At*. THEOREM 2. Let M be a W* algebra and G C Aut At a countable set. Let E C M* be a set of (normal) states and SG = {0 G w* cl Co E; G*4> = 0}.
7/00 G iu*G¿(5g) then 0O G norm cl Coi? c At* and 7r¿0 < {07i>; 0 G E0} for some countable set Eo C E. Furthermore, if for some countable J C At, 5g n J° has the WRNP or card 5g fl J° < 2e and in fact if 5g n J° does not contain a "w* affine isomorph" of the "big" set 7 = {0 G 5¡«.;0(/) = 0 for f in c0} C (¿°°)* then there is some 0o in 5g n J° n norm el Coi? c At» such that n^ < {07r¿;0 G Eo} for some countable Eo c E.
REMARKS. Co = {/ G Z°°;limn/(n) = 0} and 5¿°o is the set of states on /°°. By uw* affine isomorph" we mean by a w*-w* continuous norm isomorphism into, t* : l°°* -» At*, such that t*7 C 5g n J°, as in [19, [19] the set {0o} would contain a w* affine isomorph of 7, which cannot be. (We cannot apply our Theorem 1 here since G need not be amenable.) Thus 0o = w* lim0n for some sequence 0n in Coi2. The rest of the proof is verbatim like that of Theorem
1.
If S% H J° has the WRNP or card(5g n J°) < 2C then apply Corollary 1.4' of [19] and get that there is some 0o in Sp CiJ°r\w* seqclCoi?. But then, the proof of Theorem 1 shows that 0o G normcl Co E and 7r^,0 < {07r¿;0 G Eo} for some countable set Eo C E.
If Sß fl J° does not contain a "iu* affine isomorph" of 7 then apply Theorem 1.4(b) of [19] and get that there is some 0O G 5g D J° n w* seqclCoi?. For the rest argue as above.
ADDED IN PROOF. We have obtained the following result using results in [19] (which in turn use in part techniques of Ching Chou):
THEOREM. Let G C Aut At be a countable group and E a set of pure states on At such that G*E C E and J C At countable. 2. This theorem improves our Theorem 3 in [9] which in turn is a result of K. Schmidt [20] and J. Rosenblatt [14] . Our only assumption on At is that it is infinite dimensional.
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